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Two thousand one hundred and ninety-eight research publications on COVID-19 vaccines in MedRxiv preprint 
repository during January 01, 2020 and December 31, 2021 were analyzed for topic modelling with unsupervised inference 
method. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) method was used to investigate the thematic structure of the preprints. It was 
observed that the published articles were related to either clinical trials or patient responses to vaccine or modelling for 
various applications such as infection transmission, vaccine allocation, vaccine hesitancy etc. 
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Introduction  
Coronavirus disease-2019 or COVID-19 pandemic 

as it is generally referred to, has made a negative 
impact on almost all countries in the world. The 
pandemic not only spread quickly to all parts of the 
globe, but also tested the medical and health care 
facilities of nations boasting of maintaining high 
quality health care services and best health care 
standards. Over the decades, strategies that involve 
vaccination have made a major contribution in the 
fight against infectious diseases. Vaccination works 
by triggering defense against a pathogen by imitating 
its natural interaction with the human immune system. 
However, acceptance or hesitancy towards 
vaccination and identification/selection of target 
pathogen candidates for impending diseases remain 
major challenges1. Despite of these challenges, 
development and distribution of a safe and effective 
vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) generated 
universal interest as the pandemic was affecting day-
to-day activities and impacted all the business.  

In the race to get a solution on the coronavirus, 
researchers across the globe started research work and 
shared manuscripts providing further leads to other 
researchers. As article published in reputed peer 
journals go through peer review process that is time-
consuming process, researchers usually publish their 
preprints in open access repositories such as 
arXiv.org, MedRxiv, bioRxiv etc. for faster and open 

dissemination of their work. These preprint 
repositories do not have peer review. Preprints are not 
considered as researchers’ official publications and 
generally are considered as precedent of peer-
reviewed article2, however, they are assigned a DOI 
like journal articles and are indexed in Google 
Scholar. There are various advantages of preprints 
which researchers may find beneficial. These 
advantages can be grouped in three broad areas. The 
first advantage is the credit attribute that enables 
citation as preprints facilitate authors to enable or 
establish ownership for their work by establishing a 
public record. The second major advantage provided 
by preprints is the visibility, as the manuscripts in the 
preprints are open access, thereby making it easy for 
other researchers to discover, access and cite the 
preprint. Third advantage is related to the review as 
preprints can add-on to the traditional peer review by 
enabling discovery and full text access of the 
manuscript to greater group of researchers who can 
contact the research author with recommendations for 
enhancements that might improve the quality of the 
work3. During the pandemic, preprints increased 
significantly. This rapid progress has been catalyzed, 
partly, by the COVID-19-related preprints that have 
been uploaded during the pandemic period by various 
researchers, thereby signaling to researchers as well 
as to the public that publication in the scientific 
domain can happen at a faster pace and can be open 
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and accessible to all4. However, use of preprints and 
evolving methods of publication need caution and 
further scrutiny. Researchers5 are of the opinion that 
preprints should not merely describe the data that is 
available in public domain, rather the preprints should 
also deliberate on the research methods, and 
extensively discuss the research presented, and not 
restrict to displaying few graphs based on lesser 
amount of data and use it for justification. Benefits of 
preprints are generally realized through early access 
to research, but these benefits may be undermined by 
the release, dissemination, and misuse of unreliable 
evidence6. It has also been suggested7 that rather than 
just listing in the reference list, the preprint status 
should also be mentioned in the text of manuscript 
appropriately.  
 

LDA topic modelling 
Topic modelling is an important and powerful data 

mining techniques that is based on the text mining 
approach. It has various applications such as 
discovery of the underlying (latent) data and revealing 
associations or buried relationship amongst data and 
text documents. Topic modelling methods are 
extensively used by the researchers in the natural 
language processing for discovery of topics and also 
for semantic mining from unordered documents8. 
Researchers from various fields such as software 
engineering, political science and medical sciences 
have applied topic modelling in their research 
resulting into publication of various scientific articles. 
Topic modelling can be carried out using various 
approaches and one of the commonly used approach 
method used in topic modelling is Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA)8. Topic models are most suitable 
for finding and representing discrete data and to 
discover hidden structures/semantics in huge 
information. Researchers have proposed various 
models based on the LDA in topic modelling and 
LDA Topic modelling has been used in combination 
with natural language processing in various 
application such as social media-sentiment analysis 
and for information retrieval. Topic modelling with 
LDA can be used to investigate the “hidden” thematic 
structure of a large amount of text documents quickly 
and efficiently9. When initiated, the LDA algorithm 
processes set of textual documents and outputs 
number of topics. The topics are nothing but clusters 
of words that have repeatedly occurred together in the 
text corpus and thus LDA model helps in unrevealing 
topical structure10. LDA topic modelling has been 

applied on textual data harvested from multiple 
Reddit communities focusing on the COVID-19 
vaccine to analyse the public sentiments on 
vaccines11. Latent Dirichlet Allocation for topic 
modelling has been applied by researcher12 on 
abstracts published up to March 2020 from the 
COVID-19 Open Research Dataset to build eight 
topic models that yielded various topics (clusters) 
such as clinical characterization, pathogenesis 
research, therapeutics research, epidemiological 
study, virus transmission, vaccines research, virus 
diagnostics and viral genomics as research hotspots.  

As per the literature survey, it was found that not 
much work has been carried involving topic 
modelling based on COVID-19 vaccine related 
research published in preprints server. The present 
paper attempts to apply LDA for topic modelling on 
the COVID-19 vaccine articles deposited in the 
MedRxiv preprint server during the pandemic. Topic 
modelling was carried out for titles and abstracts of 
the articles, which were downloaded from preprint 
server MedRxiv. We used Coherence score as an 
indicator about the comprehensibility of the topics. 
We carried out keyword analysis for topic labelling. 
Some features of the study on COVID-19 vaccine 
related articles published in the preprint servers could 
be reflected by the occurrence of keywords. Vaccine 
design and development, Vaccine response, Vaccine 
hesitancy and Vaccine effectiveness were top 
keyword identified from the study.  
 
Methodology 
Data Collection 

The dataset for topic modelling included title and 
abstracts of 2,198 articles related to COVID-19 
vaccine, which were published in MedRxiv preprint 
repository between January 01, 2020 and December 
31, 2021. The keywords used in searching articles 
included “COVID vaccine”, “SARS-CoV-2 vaccine” 
and these were searched in title or abstract using 
“match all words” option. The article bibliographic 
information including title and abstract were exported 
into spreadsheet with the help of Zotero (available at 
https://www.zotero.org/).  
 
Topic Modelling 

To identify the focus of the articles over the 
changing time, the 2,198 articles were segregated into 
quarters for each calendar year and the Topic 
modelling was carried out for articles published in 
that respective quarter. The topic modelling was 
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carried out in Python language, using Jupyter 
Notebook along with numpy, pandas and Gensim 3.8 
libraries of python. In the pre-processing step, the 
spreadsheet containing title of the articles downloaded 
from preprint servers viz MedRxiv was read into 
python with help of openpyxl library. In the next step, 
bigram and trigram phrases were extracted from the 
abstract using functions from the python gensim 
library. As next step of pre-processing, stop words 
from NLTK library were downloaded and few more 
stop words were added to remove commonly used 
words from the bigram and trigrams. The SpaCy 
python library for advanced natural language 
processing was used for tokenization and 
lemmatization of the unique words that formed the 
corpus in the topic modelling. This pre-processing 
step is required as it results into extraction of the 
important data/concepts from into the corpus and 
imparts precision in topic modelling13. The 
unsupervised clustering of these words from corpus 
was carried out with the help of LDA MALLET14 that 
resulted into multiple clustered topics. The graphs 
were plotted using python library matplotlib and the 
word cloud by making use of the seaborn library. 

Results 
Analysis 
COVID-19 vaccine related articles published in MedRxiv since 
January 2020 

A total of 2,198 articles relating to COVID-19 
vaccines have been published in MedRxiv during the 
two years study period from January 1, 2020 to 
December 31, 2021. Figure 1 highlights the publications 
in MedRxiv repository for each quarter. It can be 
observed that there is a steady increase in publication 
activity over the previous quarter for almost every 
quarter and almost 6 papers were published daily in the 
last quarter of 2021.  
 
Coherence score for 20 Topics 

The number of topic clusters in the topic model can 
be decided with the aid of expert judgement or with 
the help of coherence score. Coherence score is used 
as an indicator about the comprehensibility of the 
topics15-18. To determine optimal number of topics, 
about 20 topics were generated and resulting 
coherence scores were recorded. 

Twenty clusters were prepared and coherence score 
for each cluster was plotted. We can use the coherence 
score in topic modelling to measure how interpretable 
the topics are. Topics are represented as the top N words 
with the highest probability of belonging to that topic. 
The coherence score measures how similar these words 
are to each other. It measures the degree of semantic 
similarity between high scoring words in the topic. 
These measurements help distinguish between topics 
that are semantically interpretable topics and topics that 
are artifacts of statistical inference. From the Figure 2 

 
 

Fig. 1 — Quarter wise publications 

 
 

Fig. 2 — Coherence score for 20 Topics 
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above, it is observed that 5 topics yield h
Coherence score. Accordingly, for every quarter, the 
articles were clustered in 5 topics. The analysis of the 
topics for each quarter (Q1, Q2, Q3 and 
below. 
 

Q1-2020 
In the first quarter of the calendar year 2020 from 

January 2020 to March 2020, there were only 13 
publications available in the preprint repositories. As 
the available publications were very less in number, 
non-overlapping topics were not formed in the LDA 
Mallet model. Hence, publications from this quarter 
were not considered further for analysis.
 

Q2-2020 
During the second quarter of 2020 from the months 

of April 2020 to June 2020, 146 articles related to 

Fig. 3 — Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from second 
 

Table 1–Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in second quarter of year 2020 and 

 
Terms per Topic 

Topic1 
model, measure, strategy, spread, distance, effective, 
transmission, lockdown, intervention, reduce, system, impact, 
quarantine, mask, face 

Topic2 
vaccination, bcg, mortality, policy, report, associate, 
coronavirus, participant, protection, analysis, demographic, 
variable, survey, universal, propose

Topic3 
datum, clinical, develop, trial, analysis, daily, information, 
evidence, design, evaluate, human, decision, target, approach, 
predict 

Topic4 
population, outbreak, immunity, virus, estimate, child, 
infectious, proportion, prevent, community, protective, period, 
critical, relative, therapeutic 

Topic5 
patient, antibody, response, severe, respiratory, immune, viral, 
testing, assay, detect, influenza, antibodie, observe, plasma, 
acute 

The dominant topic during second quarter of year 2020 was observed to be 
response to treatments 
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above, it is observed that 5 topics yield highest 
Coherence score. Accordingly, for every quarter, the 
articles were clustered in 5 topics. The analysis of the 

and Q4) is discussed 

In the first quarter of the calendar year 2020 from 
January 2020 to March 2020, there were only 13 
publications available in the preprint repositories. As 

publications were very less in number, 
overlapping topics were not formed in the LDA 

Mallet model. Hence, publications from this quarter 
were not considered further for analysis. 

During the second quarter of 2020 from the months 
to June 2020, 146 articles related to 

COVID-19 vaccines were published in MedRxiv. 
Figure 3 displays the inter topic distance map for the 
generated 5 topics for the second quarter of the year 
2020. It is observed that there are no overlaps 
between the topics and the clusters are distinct from 
each other. The image below presents word cloud for 
the topics  

Table 1 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated, and the labels assigned to the topics.
 
Q3-2020 

During the months from July to September 20
135 articles related to COVID
published in MedRxiv. Figure 4 gives the inter topic 
distance map for the generated 5 topics. It is observed 
that there are no overlaps between the topics and the 
clusters are distinct from each other. 

 

Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from second quarter of year 2020

Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in second quarter of year 2020 and 
the labels assigned to the topics 

Topic Label Document Count

strategy, spread, distance, effective, 
transmission, lockdown, intervention, reduce, system, impact, 

Modelling 
transmission and 

spread 
43

vaccination, bcg, mortality, policy, report, associate, 
protection, analysis, demographic, 

variable, survey, universal, propose 

Vaccination 
interventions 

29

datum, clinical, develop, trial, analysis, daily, information, 
evidence, design, evaluate, human, decision, target, approach, Clinical trial 20

population, outbreak, immunity, virus, estimate, child, 
infectious, proportion, prevent, community, protective, period, Infection prevalence 16

patient, antibody, response, severe, respiratory, immune, viral, 
testing, assay, detect, influenza, antibodie, observe, plasma, Response to vaccines 38

The dominant topic during second quarter of year 2020 was observed to be Modelling transmission and spread

19 vaccines were published in MedRxiv. 
Figure 3 displays the inter topic distance map for the 
generated 5 topics for the second quarter of the year 
2020. It is observed that there are no overlaps 

cs and the clusters are distinct from 
each other. The image below presents word cloud for 

Table 1 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated, and the labels assigned to the topics. 

During the months from July to September 2020, 
135 articles related to COVID-19 vaccines were 
published in MedRxiv. Figure 4 gives the inter topic 
distance map for the generated 5 topics. It is observed 
that there are no overlaps between the topics and the 
clusters are distinct from each other.  

 

quarter of year 2020 

Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in second quarter of year 2020 and  

Document Count Percent 

43 29.45 

29 19.86 

20 13.70 

16 10.96 

38 26.03 

transmission and spread followed by patient 
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Table 2 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics.
 
Q4-2020 

During the months from October to December 
2020, 167 articles related to COVID
were published in MedRxiv. Figure 5 below displays 
the inter topic distance map for the generated 5 
topics. It is observed that there are no overlaps 
between the topics and the clusters are distinct from 
each other.  

Table 3 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics.
 
Q1-2021 

During the months from January 2021 to March 
2021, a total of 325 articles related to COVID

 

Fig. 4 — Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from third quarter of year 2020
 

Table 2 – Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in third quarter of year 2020 and 

 Terms per Topic 

Topic1 vaccination, measure, report, intervention, participant, 
analysis, develop, child, survey, rapid, practice, 
respondent, aged, system, event 

Topic2 model, strategy, transmission, spread, reduce, effective, 
distance, impact, community, policy, 
lockdown, period, dynamic, outbreak

Topic3 infection, population, immunity, severe, estimate, 
condition, target, evidence, mortality, approach, 
distribution, region, peptide, underlie, efficient

Topic4 trial, patient, clinical, observe, datum, dose, associate, 
cohort, influenza, adult, outcome, design, severity, 
efficacy, respiratory 

Topic5 response, antibody, patient, virus, immune, protein, 
neutralization, viral, antibodie, assay, neutralizing, 
subject, correlate, protection, induce

The dominant topic during third quarter of year 2020 was observed to be 
to vaccines 
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ble 2 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics. 

During the months from October to December 
2020, 167 articles related to COVID-19 vaccines  

. Figure 5 below displays 
the inter topic distance map for the generated 5  
topics. It is observed that there are no overlaps 
between the topics and the clusters are distinct from 

Table 3 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
nd the labels assigned to the topics. 

During the months from January 2021 to March 
2021, a total of 325 articles related to COVID-19 

vaccines were published in MedRxiv. Figure 6 
displays the inter topic distance map for the generated 
5 topics. It is observed that there are no overlaps 
between the topics and the clusters are distinct from 
each other.  

Table 4 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics
 

Q2-2021 
During the months from April to June 202

articles related to COVID-19 vaccines were published 
in MedRxiv. Figure 7 displays the inter topic distance 
map for the generated 5 topics. It is observed that 
there are no overlaps between the topics and the 
clusters are distinct from each other. 

Table 5 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics

Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from third quarter of year 2020

Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in third quarter of year 2020 and 
the labels assigned to the topics 

Topic Label Document count

intervention, participant, 
analysis, develop, child, survey, rapid, practice, 

Vaccination interventions 18

model, strategy, transmission, spread, reduce, effective, 
distance, impact, community, policy, economic, 
lockdown, period, dynamic, outbreak 

Models for assessing spread, 
transmission 

44

infection, population, immunity, severe, estimate, 
condition, target, evidence, mortality, approach, 
distribution, region, peptide, underlie, efficient 

Infection prevalence 19

trial, patient, clinical, observe, datum, dose, associate, 
cohort, influenza, adult, outcome, design, severity, 

Clinical trial 19

response, antibody, patient, virus, immune, protein, 
neutralization, viral, antibodie, assay, neutralizing, 
subject, correlate, protection, induce 

Response to vaccines 35

The dominant topic during third quarter of year 2020 was observed to be Modelling transmission and spread followed by p
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vaccines were published in MedRxiv. Figure 6 
displays the inter topic distance map for the generated 

is observed that there are no overlaps 
between the topics and the clusters are distinct from 

Table 4 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics. 

During the months from April to June 2021, 391 
19 vaccines were published 

in MedRxiv. Figure 7 displays the inter topic distance 
map for the generated 5 topics. It is observed that 
there are no overlaps between the topics and the 
clusters are distinct from each other.  

Table 5 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics. 

 

Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from third quarter of year 2020 

Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in third quarter of year 2020 and  

Document count Percentage 

18 13.33 

44 32.59 

19 14.07 

19 14.07 

35 25.93 

followed by patient response 
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Q3-2021 
During the months from July to September 2021, 

501 articles related to COVID-19 vaccine were found 
in MedRxiv. Figure 8 below displays the inter topic 
distance map for the generated 5 topics. It is observed 
that there are no overlaps between the topics and the 
clusters are distinct from each other.  

Table 6 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics
 
Q4-2021 

During the months from October to December 
2021, 521 articles related to COVID-19 vaccine were 
published in MedRxiv. Figure 9 displays the inter 
topic distance map for the generated 5 topics. It is 

 
Fig. 5 — Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints 

 

Table 3 – Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in fourth quarter of year 2020 and 

 Terms per Topic 

Topic1 vaccination, vaccinate, associate, report, study, 
survey, child, respondent, influenza, intention, 
concern, acceptance, impact, information, 
demographic 

Topic2 model, infection, strategy, testing, effective, 
mortality, estimate, reduce, intervention, transmission, 
prevent, coverage, spread, outbreak

Topic3 population, datum, vaccination, develop, policy, 
analysis, target, immunization, program, 
distance, propose, exposure, economic, predict

Topic4 patient, antibody, assay, study, severe, infection, 
immune, evaluate, virus, antibodie, severity, viral, 
detection, evidence, protection 

Topic5 response, dose, participant, efficacy, trial, clinical, 
report, study, safety, phase, adult, protein, system, 
event, demonstrate 

The dominant topic during fourth quarter of year 2020 was observed to be 
emerged in this quarter. Modelling transmission and spread
quarter 
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During the months from July to September 2021, 
19 vaccine were found 

. Figure 8 below displays the inter topic 
distance map for the generated 5 topics. It is observed 
that there are no overlaps between the topics and the 

Table 6 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics. 

During the months from October to December 
19 vaccine were 

published in MedRxiv. Figure 9 displays the inter 
topic distance map for the generated 5 topics. It is 

observed that there are no overlaps between the topics 
and the clusters are distinct from each other. 

Table 7 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics.
 

Discussion  
LDA topic modelling revealed a number o

under which the published articles could be clustered, 
and the most prominent clusters include various 
models, patient responses to the vaccines, results from 
clinical trials, and vaccine hesitancy. Under the topics 
related to models, we can obser
related to vaccine prioritization/allocation or 
modelling that tries to assess the infection spread etc. 
The articles under patient response cluster are related 

Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from fourth quarter of year 2020

Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in fourth quarter of year 2020 and 
the labels assigned to the topics 

Topic Labels Document count

vaccination, vaccinate, associate, report, study, 
survey, child, respondent, influenza, intention, 
concern, acceptance, impact, information, 

Vaccination 
acceptance/concern 

40 

model, infection, strategy, testing, effective, measure, 
mortality, estimate, reduce, intervention, transmission, 
prevent, coverage, spread, outbreak 

Models for assessing spread, 
transmission 

40 

population, datum, vaccination, develop, policy, 
analysis, target, immunization, program, community, 
distance, propose, exposure, economic, predict 

Vaccination policy 28 

patient, antibody, assay, study, severe, infection, 
immune, evaluate, virus, antibodie, severity, viral, 

Response to vaccines 38 

response, dose, participant, efficacy, trial, clinical, 
report, study, safety, phase, adult, protein, system, 

Clinical trial 21 

The dominant topic during fourth quarter of year 2020 was observed to be Vaccination acceptance/attitude which is a new topic that has 
emerged in this quarter. Modelling transmission and spread followed by patient response to vaccines are few of the other topics from this 

observed that there are no overlaps between the topics 
and the clusters are distinct from each other.  

Table 7 lists the keywords for each generated topic 
generated and the labels assigned to the topics. 

LDA topic modelling revealed a number of topics 
under which the published articles could be clustered, 
and the most prominent clusters include various 
models, patient responses to the vaccines, results from 
clinical trials, and vaccine hesitancy. Under the topics 
related to models, we can observe various papers 
related to vaccine prioritization/allocation or 
modelling that tries to assess the infection spread etc. 
The articles under patient response cluster are related  

 

from fourth quarter of year 2020 

Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in fourth quarter of year 2020 and  

Document count Percentage 

 23.95 

 23.95 

 16.77 

 22.75 

 12.57 

acceptance/attitude which is a new topic that has 
atient response to vaccines are few of the other topics from this 
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Fig. 6 — Word cloud for the topics 

 

 
Fig. 7 — Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from second quarter of year 2021

Fig. 8 — Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from third quarter of year 2021
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Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from first quarter of year 2021

Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from second quarter of year 2021
 

 
Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from third quarter of year 2021
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generated for preprints from first quarter of year 2021 

 

Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from second quarter of year 2021 

 

Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from third quarter of year 2021 
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Fig. 9 — Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from fourth quarter of year 2021
 

Table 4 – Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in first quarter of year 2021 and 

 Terms per Topic 

Topic1 participant, report, hesitancy, concern, associate, survey, 
adult, information, vaccinate, uptake, community, safety, 
black, respondent, delivery 

Topic2 population, model, strategy, reduce, impact, efficacy, 
intervention, mortality, transmission, distribution, period, 
program, prioritize, policy, rollout

Topic3 variant, immunity, virus, develop, mutation,
viral, spread, target, infection, sequence, coverage, strain, 
transmission, emerge 

Topic4 dose, infection, response, antibody, assay, immune, 
protection, neutralization, evaluate, antibodie
vaccinate, testing, titer, induce 

Topic5 patient, datum, measure, analysis, estimate, trial, outcome, 
effectiveness, clinical, incidence, design, phase, prevent, 
evidence, effective 

The dominant topic during first quarter of year 2021 was observed to be 
acceptance/concern followed by patient response to vaccines
 

Table 5–Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in second quarter of year 2021 and 

 Terms per topic 

Topic1 infection, dose, effectiveness, vaccinate, 
severe, outcome, objective, estimate, evaluate, mortality, 
observe, previous, prevent 

Topic2 report, hesitancy, associate, participant, analysis, datum, 
survey, vaccinate, safety, uptake, evidence, 
adverse, female 

Topic3 population, model, impact, strategy, coverage, intervention, 
community, target, policy, estimate, program, region, 
proportion, predict, distribution 

Topic4 variant, efficacy, transmission, immunity, measure, virus, 
develop, concern, effective, datum, viral, detect, reduce, 
human, demonstrate 

Topic5 response, patient, antibody, dose, immune, assay, trial, 
mrna, antibodie, induce, participant, clinical, protein, spike, 
phase 

The dominant topic during second quarter of year 2021 was observed to be 
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Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from fourth quarter of year 2021

Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in first quarter of year 2021 and 
the labels assigned to the topics. 

Topic labels Document Count

participant, report, hesitancy, concern, associate, survey, 
adult, information, vaccinate, uptake, community, safety, 

Vaccination acceptance / 
concern 73 

population, model, strategy, reduce, impact, efficacy, 
intervention, mortality, transmission, distribution, period, 
program, prioritize, policy, rollout 

Models for assessing 
spread, transmission 88 

variant, immunity, virus, develop, mutation, efficacy, 
viral, spread, target, infection, sequence, coverage, strain, 

Viral variants and 
mutations 41 

dose, infection, response, antibody, assay, immune, 
protection, neutralization, evaluate, antibodie, cohort, 

Response to vaccines 
73 

patient, datum, measure, analysis, estimate, trial, outcome, 
effectiveness, clinical, incidence, design, phase, prevent, 

Clinical trial 
50 

The dominant topic during first quarter of year 2021 was observed to be Models for assessing spread transmission, Vaccination 
atient response to vaccines. 

Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in second quarter of year 2021 and 
the labels assigned to the topics 

Topic label Document count

infection, dose, effectiveness, vaccinate, vaccinated, cohort, 
severe, outcome, objective, estimate, evaluate, mortality, 

Vaccine effectiveness 
59 

report, hesitancy, associate, participant, analysis, datum, 
survey, vaccinate, safety, uptake, evidence, intention, event, 

Vaccination acceptance / 
concern 91 

population, model, impact, strategy, coverage, intervention, 
community, target, policy, estimate, program, region, 

Models for vaccination 
coverage distribution etc 66 

variant, efficacy, transmission, immunity, measure, virus, 
develop, concern, effective, datum, viral, detect, reduce, 

Vaccine efficacy against 
virus variants (variants 

of concern) 
58 

response, patient, antibody, dose, immune, assay, trial, 
mrna, antibodie, induce, participant, clinical, protein, spike, 

Clinical trial 
117

The dominant topic during second quarter of year 2021 was observed to be Clinical trials, followed by acceptance of vaccination

 

Word cloud for the topics generated for preprints from fourth quarter of year 2021 

Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in first quarter of year 2021 and  

Document Count Percentage 

 22.46 

 27.08 

 12.62 

 22.46 

 15.38 

Models for assessing spread transmission, Vaccination 

Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in second quarter of year 2021 and  

Document count Percentage 

 15.09 

 23.27 

 16.88 

 14.83 

117 29.92 

followed by acceptance of vaccination 
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Table 6–Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in third quarter of year 2021 and  
the labels assigned to the topics 

 Terms per Topic Topic labels Document count Percentage 

Topic1 antibody, response, patient, dose, immune, antibodie, titer, 
subject, induce, neutralizing, protein, assay, rbd, humoral, 
bind 

Response to vaccines 
59 15.09 

Topic2 variant, efficacy, delta, virus, clinical, trial, viral, 
breakthrough, concern, evidence, alpha, voc, strain, 
respiratory, mutation 

Vaccine efficacy 
against virus variants 
(variants of concern) 

91 23.27 

Topic3 datum, associate, vaccinate, uptake, hesitancy, child, 
mortality, adult, survey, analysis, investigate, system, 
demographic, exposure, objective 

Vaccination acceptance 
/ concern 66 16.88 

Topic4 dose, report, effectiveness, participant, vaccinate, severe, 
vaccinated, outcome, period, cohort, estimate, event, adverse, 
protection, mrna 

Clinical trials 
58 14.83 

Topic5 population, model, immunity, transmission, reduce, strategy, 
coverage, impact, community, develop, measure, estimate, 
school, testing, policy 

Models of vaccine 
coverage and assessing 

transmission of 
infection 

117 29.92 

The dominant topic during third quarter of year 2021 was observed to be Models related to various aspects of vaccination such as 
coverage, followed by efficacy against variants of concern and breakthrough infections 
 

Table 7–Keywords for each generated topic generated during preprints published in fourth quarter of year 2021 and  
the labels assigned to the topics 

 Terms per Topic Topic labels Document Count Percentage 

Topic1 population, model, strategy, coverage, community, 
datum, transmission, measure, hesitancy, uptake, 
survey, prevent, analysis, target, information 

Models for vaccine coverage, 
infection spread etc 121 23.27 

Topic2 dose, report, booster, participant, adult, mrna, child, 
event, clinical, adverse, datum, safety, trial, interval, 
observe 

Clinical trials 
73 14.04 

Topic3 antibody, response, patient, immune, neutralize, spike, 
neutralization, antibodie, titer, induce, boost, humoral, 
protein, bind, assay 

Patient response 
140 26.92 

Topic4 vaccinated, effectiveness, estimate, associate, 
breakthrough, severe, vaccinate, cohort, unvaccinated, 
protection, outcome, period, analysis, incidence, 
datum 

Estimating vaccination 
effectiveness 

99 19.04 

Topic5 variant, delta, immunity, reduce, virus, omicron, 
concern, efficacy, impact, viral, spread, reduction, 
beta, transmission, testing 

Efficacy of vaccines in light 
of variants of concern such as 

delta and Omicron 
87 16.73 

The dominant topic during last quarter of year 2021 was observed to be patient responses to vaccines, followed by models for 
transmission and vaccine coverage. This quarter is also marked by publications of articles related to vaccine efficacy considering variants 
of concern such as Delta and Omicron 
 

to induction of immunity or boosting of immune 
responses after vaccine administration. The third 
important cluster was observed to be of articles that 
communicated findings from various phases of the 
clinical trials involving candidate vaccines against 
COVID-19. The articles related to concerns or hesitancy 
of the public regarding vaccination also form one of the 
important clusters. The keywords generated in 5 topics 
of each of the 7 quarters were analysed for occurrence of 
the same keywords in the 5 topics of each quarter. It was 

observed that at least 31 keywords were occurring in 
different topics of different quarters and such occurrence 
was found in at least 5 combinations of 7 quarters and 5 
topics. Furthermore, it was also observed that keywords 
like ‘analysis’ and ‘estimate’ occurred 9 times, 
‘transmission’ and ‘vaccinate’ occurred 8 times while 
'report', 'associate', 'participant', 'survey', 'clinical', 'virus', 
'community', 'immune', 'viral', 'antibodie', 'datum' and 
'efficacy' were present at least 7 times in the 
combinations of 7 quarters and 5 topics.  
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A careful analysis of the topics in each quarter 
reflected that few topics are present consistently 
across quarters, indicating their importance.  
Such consistent topics include clinical trials and 
patient responses to the vaccines. Vaccine hesitance 
also has been a consistently occurring theme since  
the last quarter of year 2020 and combating  
vaccine hesitancy is important to overcome the 
pandemic with help of vaccination. As there are topics 
that are consistent across quarters, we also observed 
that some topics emerged later such as vaccine 
efficacy in light of viral mutations and emergence of 
variants of concern, which have been more prominent 
from the first quarter of the year 2021, with the 
Omicron variant also dominating this cluster in the 
last quarter.  
 

Limitations of the study 
There are multiple preprint repositories available, 

and the present work highlights the contents from one 
of the several preprint repositories. While many  
have appreciated the quality of work deposited in 
preprint servers, few have also debated the 
authenticity and quality of work as these publications 
are raw and not peer reviewed (2,5,6,7,19). Hence  
a cautious approach is recommended while dealing 
with the content on preprint repositories. The  
topic modelling carried out is based on the predefined 
algorithms with little or no control on it. It  
was observed that the NLP SpaCy python library 
which was used for tokenization and lemmatization  
of the unique words did not work effectively and 
yielded two similar keywords ‘antibody’, and 
‘antibodie’ in one of the topics for all the 7 quarters 
under analysis.  
 

Conclusion  
MedRxiv preprint played an important role in 

communicating the research results on vaccines in 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The researchers 
not only communicated the results from clinical trials 
of vaccines but articles on other relevant topics such 
as vaccination models and vaccine hesitancy have 
also been published in the MedRxiv platform and the 
preprints have been agile in responding to the 
pandemic and it is felt that the preprints are here to 
stay even if pandemic doesn’t.  
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